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A stricken Allied bomber, the German
ace sent to shoot it down and a truly
awe inspiring story of wartime chivalry

Luftwaffe pilot Lt Franz Stigler refused to shoot down near-destroyed Allied
bomber
Instead he guided stricken pilot Lt Charlie Brown to safety
A phone call led to a tearful reunion of the two World War II veterans

By TONY RENNELL FOR MAILONLINE
PUBLISHED: 18:48 EDT, 19 July 2013 | UPDATED: 05:06 EDT, 20 July 2013

The lone Allied bomber was a sitting duck. Holed all over by flak and bullets and
down to a single good engine, it struggled simply to stay in the air over Germany, let
alone make it the 300 miles back to England. 

The rear gunner’s body hung lifeless in his shattered turret, another gunner was
unconscious and bleeding heavily, the rest of the ten-man crew battered, wounded
and in shock. The nose cone had been blown out and a 200mph gale hurtled
through the fuselage.

Somehow the pilot, 20-year-old Lt Charlie Brown, still clung to the controls — and
the last vestiges of hope.

He had already performed miracles. Returning from a daylight bombing run to
Bremen, he had manoeuvred the plane magnificently through a pack of
Messerschmitt fighters, taken hit after hit, then spiralled five miles down through the
air, belching smoke and flames, in an apparent death dive before somehow levelling
her out less than 2,000ft from the ground.
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Incredible story: He was a real master of the
skies, but Luftwaffe veteran Franz Stigler
showed pity to an Allied bomber in its hour of
need

If common sense prevailed, he would
order everyone to bail out and leave the
B-17 Flying Fortress to its fate. He and
the crew would parachute to safety,
prisoners of war but alive. But that would
mean leaving an unconscious man
behind to die alone, and Brown refused
to do that.

Mercifully, though, he realised as he
coaxed the massive plane along at
135mph, barely above its stalling speed,
the German fighters had disappeared.
They must have seen the bomber — part
of the U.S. Air Force based in eastern
England — plummeting to earth that day
in December, 1943, and ticked off
another kill before returning to base.

There was a faint chance, then, they
might make it home after all, even
though, as his flight engineer now
reported after an inspection of the
plane’s blood-spattered interior,  ‘we’re
chewed to pieces, the hydraulics are bleeding, the left stabiliser is all but gone and
there are holes in the fuselage big enough to climb through’.

In the distance, agonisingly close, Brown could see the German coastline, and ahead
of that the North Sea and open skies back to England. Spirits rose — until a glance
behind revealed a fast-moving speck, a lone Me109, getting bigger and bigger by
the second, closing in.

In the cockpit of the German fighter, his guns primed, was Lt Franz Stigler, a
Luftwaffe ace who needed one more kill to reach the 30 that would qualify him for a
Knight’s Cross, the second highest of Germany’s Iron Cross awards for bravery.

Stigler, aged 28 and a veteran airman who had been flying since the start of the war,
had been refuelling and reloading his guns on the ground when the lone B-17 had
lumbered slowly overhead. 
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Stigler was struggling with a dilemma.
He was not content just to ease back
and let the bomber escape. He was now
determined to save it and the men on
board. 

History: John D Shaw's painting A Higher Call which shows Franz Stigler and Charlie Brown in
flight

Within minutes, he was fast-taxiing to the runway and up in the air to give chase, the
precious Knight’s Cross now just a leather-gloved trigger-finger away.

What happened next was extraordinary in the annals of World War II — and told in a
new book that offers a gleam of humanitarian light in the dark tragedy of that
conflict.

As Stigler came up behind the bomber he could not believe its condition. How was it
still flying? Nor, strangely, was there any gunfire from the stricken plane to try to
ward him off. That was explained as, inching closer, he saw the slumped body of the
rear gunner.

Veering alongside, he could see the other guns were out of action too, the radio
room had been blown apart and the nose had gone. Even more startlingly, through
the lattice work of bullet holes, he glimpsed members of the crew, huddled together,
helping their wounded.

He could make out their ashen faces, their fear and their courage. His finger eased
from the trigger. He just couldn’t do it, he realised.

He was an experienced fighter pilot. He’d fought the Allies in the skies over North
Africa, Italy and now Germany. This bomber he was cruising alongside was just one
plane out of the countless air armadas that had been pulverising his homeland night
and day for three years, wiping out factories and cities, killing hundreds of
thousands of civilians.

And yet . . .

Stigler saw himself as an honourable man,
a knight of the skies — not an assassin.
The first time he flew in combat was with
a much admired officer of the old school,
who told him, ‘You shoot at a machine,
not a man. You score “victories”, not
“kills”.

‘A man may be tempted to fight dirty to survive, but honour is everything. You follow
the rules of war for you, not for your enemy. You fight by rules to keep your
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humanity. So you never shoot your enemy if he is floating down on a parachute. If I
ever see you doing that, I will shoot you down myself.’

The message hardly chimed with the ruthless Nazi mentality that had gripped
Germany and its armed forces under Hitler. Nor with a war being fought with such
savagery on many fronts.

But it chimed with Stigler, who had never bought into Nazi philosophy or joined the
party. He prided himself in fighting by this code. It never mattered more than here
and now, flying side by side with a helpless enemy over northern Germany.

His Knight’s Cross could go hang. ‘I will not have this on my conscience for the rest
of my life,’ he muttered to himself.

Aboard the American bomber, anxious and bewildered eyes swivelled towards the
Messerschmitt, now positioned just above its right wing tip and matching its speed
as if flying in formation. 

They could clearly see the pilot’s face, the whites of his eyes. What was the bastard
up to? He must be toying with them. Why didn’t he just get it over and done with?

To their amazement, they saw the German waving frantically, mouthing words,
making gestures. What was he trying to say? In his cockpit, Stigler was struggling
with a dilemma. He was not content just to ease back and let the bomber escape. He
was now determined to save it and the men on board. 

But he knew that before it crossed out of Germany it would come within range of
anti-aircraft batteries lined up along the coast, which would blast it out of the sky.

High in the sky: An incredible display of humility was displayed that was unlike much of the
WWII air battles

Change course, he was trying to tell the enemy crew. Head eastwards to neutral
Sweden, a 30-minute flight away, crash-land there and spend the rest of the war as
internees but alive. But any words were lost in the roar of the bomber’s faltering
engines, while in its front seat, Brown clung doggedly to the control column and
ploughed on.

Stigler now took an even more momentous decision. He gambled that if the flak
gunners down on the ground spotted his Messerschmitt side by side with the enemy
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For more than 40 years, Brown kept the
secret but he never forgot. Then, in
1985, and retired to Florida, he blurted
the story out at a veterans’ reunion. 

bomber, they would hold fire. He held his course, prepared to risk being shot down
himself.

The ploy worked. Not a shot was fired from the ground. But Stigler knew he now
faced a different danger. There were witnesses to his actions. If word got back that
he had helped an enemy bomber to escape, he faced a court martial and a firing
squad for treason.

Back in the helpless B-17, the crew were confused as the Messerschmitt continued
alongside. The ‘crazy’ German pilot was gesturing at them again. 

Stigler believed they had no chance of surviving all the way back to England. They
would crash in the North Sea and drown. Sweden, go to Sweden, he was still
frantically trying to tell them.

By now, the uncomprehending Brown had had enough of the German’s presence at
his side. He thought the ‘son of a bitch’ was trying to shepherd him back to Germany.
He ordered the one remaining gun turret to be swung towards the enemy fighter.

As the barrels turned in his direction, Stigler got the message. He had done all he
could. He gave one last look, mouthed ‘Good luck’, saluted the Americans and
peeled away.  Brown and his men made it back, on a wing and a prayer. As the
crippled plane slipped below 1,000ft, they jettisoned everything weighty:radio,
guns, even the spent cartridge cases on the floor. Still they dropped . . . 500ft, 400ft.
There was nothing but sea ahead.

But they had pals around them now,
American P-47 fighters, urging them on.
At last they cleared the coast of England,
just 250ft off  the ground, and aimed at
the  first airfield.

The landing gear went down, so did the flaps (though only after being cranked by
hand); at 50ft, Brown cut the one remaining engine and they sank on to the runway,
careering along it before coasting to a breathless, almost  unbelievable halt. An
exhausted Brown staggered out and for the first time took in the full extent of the
damage to his plane. ‘It frightened me more than anything in the air did,’ he recalled.
He had no idea how they had managed to survive.

But what also stuck in his mind was the mysterious Messerschmitt pilot and that final
salute. For the first time he began to grasp what had happened — he and his plane
had been helped to get away.

The real hero of the mission was that unknown Luftwaffe pilot. And that was what he
told the intelligence officer who de-briefed him on the mission. He and his men
owed their lives to a good German. 

It was not a message that his superiors wanted to hear, as they now made plain.
What if other Allied airmen were inspired to believe there were merciful  Germans
pilots out there, held back on the trigger themselves and lost their lives as a
consequence?

Brown and his crew were ordered not to tell a soul. They must wipe from their minds
any memory of that incredible ten minutes in the sky over Germany.

For more than 40 years, Brown kept the secret but he never forgot. Then, in 1985,
and retired to Florida, he blurted the story out at a veterans’ reunion. ‘I still don’t
know who that German was and why he let us go,’ he declared, determined now to
find out.
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Long and fruitless enquiries over the next five years eventually led him to the
newsletter of an association of German fighter pilots. He wrote his story there and
waited for the remotest possibility of a response. ‘I thought there was more chance
of winning the lottery than finding him alive,’ he said.
In Vancouver, where he had lived for 37 years, Franz Stigler opened his regular
association newsletter, and could not believe his eyes. Here, out of the blue, was the
missing piece in the jigsaw of his life.

After his encounter with the B-17, he had returned to base, half-expecting the
Gestapo to be waiting. 

The Luftwaffe was always suspect in the eyes of the Nazis. Fighter pilots in particular
faced scorn for failing to halt the Allied bombing raids, accused of cowardice and
disloyalty, when in reality they were overwhelmed by vastly superior numbers.

Incredibly, his risk had paid off: there was no Gestapo welcoming committee.

But, increasingly disillusioned by what his country had turned into under Hitler,
Stigler had lost any desire for the Knight’s Cross, so, though he was constantly in
battle and flew close to 500 combat missions, he simply failed to register his
‘victories’ and claim what he now saw as a worthless piece of metal. 

He carried on fighting almost to the end, as the Third Reich collapsed in ruins around
him.

In the aftermath, he struggled to survive. Ironically, he ended up working in a
Messerschmitt  factory, now making sewing machines under U.S. direction rather
than warplanes.

In 1953, he emigrated to Canada to work as a mechanic in a  logging camp. 

In time, he bought his own Messerschmitt and would fly in air shows as the ‘bad
German’ being pursued by vintage American fighters. But the memory of that B-17 all
those years ago stayed with him. Had it got home? Had the crew he had risked
himself to save actually survived? He had no way of knowing.

Not, that is, until by chance he saw Charlie Brown’s story in the newsletter. The two
old men spoke on the phone, then met up in an emotional reunion. They wept as
they hugged each other and recounted their versions of what had happened in that
magical ten minutes back in 1943. For the first time, it all made sense.

As Brown explained now that he knew the whole story: ‘I was too stupid to surrender,
and Franz  Stigler was too much of a gentleman to destroy us.’

From then on until their deaths — Stigler in March 2008 and Brown eight months
later — the two men travelled together to take their unique story to veterans’ clubs
and air museums. ‘This was their last act of service to build a better world,’ writes
author Adam Makos. ‘Their message was simple: enemies are better off as friends.’

Nor will the message stop. British playwright Sir Tom Stoppard and his producer son,
Will, have acquired the film rights to Makos’s book. 

‘It’s going to be an epic,’ says Stoppard jnr. For those of us who have had the
privilege of reading this inspiring book, it already is.

A HIGHER CALL by Adam Makos with Larry Alexander will be published by Atlantic
Books on August 1 at £17.99. © 2012 Adam Makos. To order a copy for £13.49 (p&p
free), call 0844 472 4157.
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mum! Ellie Goulding
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whisky as he watches
the Grampian Highland
Games in Scotland

Kendall Jenner
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patterned bikini and
matching trucker hat for
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short LBD adorned with
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behavior and offensive
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Rita Ora displays her
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bass track'
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a surprise performance
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Heart while on holiday
in Cannes

Shirtless David
Beckham shows off his
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performs ab wheel
rollouts at Miami gym

Kelly Clarkson 'wants
to sell Montana ranch
her ex-husband
Brandon Blackstock
still lives in' - after
prenup was upheld by
judge in bitter divorce
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Angelina Jolie is ever
the stylish mom in a
flowing top and pleated
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shopping trip with son
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he left her heart emojis
on Instagram
 

Britney Spears stops
to smell the roses as
she celebrates more
than a year of working
on her cryptic 'Project
Rose'... after her father
finally stepped down as
her conservator
 

Alessandra Ambrosio
flashes toned tummy as
she zooms around on a
scooter following yoga
class in Brentwood
 

Ex-supermodel Carré
Sutton sues former
boss of Elite agency
dubbed the 'Harvey
Weinstein of the fashion
industry' for 'repeatedly
raping her when she
was 17'
 

Rami Malek cuts a
sporty figure as he
arrives for a tennis
lesson in Los Angeles -
ahead of his Bond debut
in No Time To Die

Cat Deeley exhibits
her chic style as she
stops to sign
autographs following
her stand-in for Rylan
Clark-Neal on his BBC
Radio 2 show

'Gets me back in the
best mind set!' Jessie J
works up a sweat during
gruelling exercise
session after months of
battling pain caused by
a mystery illness

Phoebe Dynevor slips
into an orange bikini for
a bike ride before
enjoying cocktails with
Bridgerton co-star
Sabrina Bartlett during
their girly trip to Croatia

Olly Murs dons a knee
brace as he gets back
on stage and entertains
fans in his first concert
since having leg
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Harrison Ford, 79, steps
out to grab a takeaway
pizza in London after
having to take three
months off Indiana
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Jones 5 filming due to
shoulder injury

Lizzo shows off her
43.5-foot-long braids
that required FOUR
ASSISTANTS to carry in
amazing BTS footage
from her Rumors video
shoot
 

Inside Chris Noth's
idyllic family life with
wife Tara Wilson and
sons Orion, 13, and
Keats, 18 months, as he
prepares to return as Mr
Big in the Sex and the
City reboot
 

'Name your price':
Kaley Cuoco offers to
buy horse that was
cruelly punched at
Olympics as she slams
disgraced German
coach
 

5 Seconds of Summer
frontman Luke
Hemmings reveals his
mental health struggles
and how he would
'starve' himself' till he
was 'skin and bones'

Nicki Minaj is SUED by
woman her husband
was convicted of trying
to rape in 1995: Victim
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harassed her and tried
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change her story
 

Olympic swimmer
Ryan Lochte undergoes
meniscus surgery after
suffering injury while
'racing down an
inflatable kids
waterslide'
 

DJ Khaled reveals that
he and his family are 'all
good now' after
contracting COVID-19
as the music producer
thanks friends and fans
for 'calls and prayers'
 

Lily-Rose Depp cuts a
casual figure in a tank
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steps out with a friend
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Taylor Swift has a scare
at her New York City
apartment after a man
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who said he was 'in
love' with her was
arrested for trespassing
 

'There's a bias about
people who look like
me': Lizzo reveals the
struggles she's faced
for being body positive
and reveals what it's
REALLY like to work
with Cardi B
 

Britney Spears dances
in lace bodysuit in latest
Instagram video... just a
day after her father
Jamie agreed to step
down as conservator of
her estate
 

Exploring the Big
Apple! Lara Bingle cuts
a casual figure as she
steps out in New York
with husband Sam
Worthington and their
boys
 

'I've done so much
shopping!' Rebel Wilson
shows off her new
designer goods after
shopping up a storm in
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new $11,000 Hermes
handbag
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Shlesinger, 38,
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expecting her first child
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standup set
 

Liam Hemsworth
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visits a store in
Australia and poses for
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Bill Cosby WILL go to
trial in civil lawsuit
alleging he assaulted
girl, 15, at Playboy
Mansion in 1974 as his
lawyers say 'mob
justice' is coming for
him after he was
released from prison 
 

Camila Cabello cuts a
casual figure in gray
leggings as she steps
out with her pup for a
coffee run in Toronto
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Teagan Croft and Cliff
Curtis film new Jessica
Watson biopic True
Spirit on Australia's
Gold Coast - but Anna
Paquin is nowhere to be
seen

The Crown's Emma
Corrin arrives at UK
theatre ahead of her
performance in play
Anna X - after
addressing coming out
as 'queer'

'It's hard to say no to
her': Rose Byrne's
partner Bobby
Cannavale reveals how
Melissa McCarthy
convinced him to take
role in their new show
Nine Perfect Strangers
 

'My low days used to
be ridiculously low:'
Ellie Goulding reveals
she suffered
'debilitating' panic
attacks and addiction to
exercise at the height of
her fame

Eiza Gonzalez shows
off her toned physique
in maroon workout
clothing while taking a
solo stroll in Los
Angeles
 

Arnold
Schwarzenegger lives
the high life as he keeps
a cigar in his mouth
while leaving a hair
salon with his friends in
Beverly Hills
 

Billy Joel, 72, shares
sweet post to wish
daughter Della Rose a
happy 6th birthday: 'We
love you more every
day and year'
 

90 Day Fiancé couple
Russ and Paola
Mayfield reveal they're
'taking a break' from
marriage after eight
years... but 'not
divorcing yet'
 

Kit Harington displays
his toned physique in a
black tee and shorts as
he and wife Rose Leslie
step out in New York
 

Rihanna drops size-
inclusive lingerie line
modeled by the Caramel
Curves of New Orleans:
'We don't just sell
panties over here
@savagexfenty, we
represent the culture!'
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Khloe Kardashian, 37,
unveils 'natural curls'
after blowing her hair
straight for past 20
years to match sisters
Kim and Kourtney: 'I
actually kind of like it'
 

Nanci Griffith dies at
age 68: The Grammy-
winning folk singer-
songwriter best known
for the hit Love At The
Five And Dime passes
away
 

'It's so hard': The
Voice judge Keith Urban
reveals the struggles of
homeschooling during
lockdown
 

Killing Eve's Jodie
Comer reveals fans ask
her to 'STRANGLE
them' in snaps as she
details improvising on
set and keeping
Villanelle's 'really good
shoes' 
 

EXCLUSIVE  Dorinda
Medley's back! RHONY
fan favorite to lead
'Housewives Mash Up'
show alongside Vicki
Gunvalson, Brandi
Glanville, Jill Zarin and
Phaedra Parks 
 

Emma Stone inks a
deal to appear in a
sequel to the 101
Dalmatians prequel
Cruella... amid an
ongoing controversy
regarding Disney+
Premier Access
 

Ariana Grande flashes
her taut tummy in a
cropped sweater and
jeans as she heads to a
friend's house with a
box of gluten-free
donuts
 

Paulina Porizkova
reveals her friends
accused her of 'being a
narcissist' and seeking
'attention' when she
shared a crying selfie,
explaining her candid
posts help her 'lose her
shame'

Bella Hadid
showcases her toned
physique in racy red
bikini for sizzling
Instagram snaps
 Red hot!

Eminem's ex-wife Kim
Scott was found
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'bleeding excessively
in her bathroom' after
suicide attempt, police
report reveals
 

Prince William
supports Diana Award's
Future Forward five-
year plan to empower
youth to 'change the
world for the better'
 

Is this really the end of
Britney Spears's toxic
feud with her father? He
has finally given up
legal control of the
singer's life but he quit
with a parting shot,
writes Alison Boshoff
 

Jeopardy! host Mayim
Bialik DENIES claims
she's an anti-vaxxer...
after previously stating
in 2012 parenting book
she did not want her
children vaccinated
 

What a Cumber-match!
Budding actor, 12, who
is a dead ringer for
younger version of
Benedict Cumberbatch,
will play Sherlock star's
son in Cold War thriller
The Courier 
 

Cindy Crawford and
Rande Gerber sell their
flipped Beverly Hills
home to WhatsApp co-
founder Jan Koum for
$13.5M... making a
$1.88M profit
 

Jesy Nelson signs
with Ariana Grande's
record label as she
hopes to conquer the
United States with solo
singing career
 

Crooner Tony Bennett,
95, who has
Alzheimer's, has retired
from live shows due to
'doctors' orders', says
his son and manager 
 

Stephen Belafonte
takes a savage swipe at
ex Mel B and claims
singer believed he
would 'hurt' their
daughter Madison, 9, as
bitter custody battle
continues
 

Gillian Anderson gets
fitted with brunette wig
as she transforms into
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Eleanor Roosevelt for
new series The First
Lady also starring Viola
Davis as Michelle
Obama
 

Arnie pens
impassioned piece
about citizen's
responsibility to protect
others against COVID-
19 after telling anti-
maskers 'screw your
freedom'
 Wrote an essay for The
Altantic

Hailey Bieber shows
off her impressive
bottom in bikini briefs
while on the beach in
Malibu for new Superga
campaign
 Cheeky!

Ryan Murphy to
dramatize tragic tale of
NFL player Aaron
Hernandez and doomed
marriage between John
F. Kennedy Jr. and
Carolyn Bessette in
next 'American Story'
 

Jon Gosselin and
Colleen Conrad shock
split: Jon & Kate Plus 8
star reveals he has
broken up with partner
of 7 years... after she
announced breast
cancer battle
 

Adam Demos' real life
girlfriend and Sex/Life
co-star Sarah Shahi
shares her thoughts on
whether his HUGE
appendage is real
 

Kevin Hart's interview
with Don Cheadle, 56,
goes viral after the
comedian hilariously
screams 'damn!' when
learning the actor's age
 

Macaulay Culkin
broods as he makes his
American Horror Story
debut in the eerie trailer
for part one of Ryan
Murphy's chilling
Double Feature
 

R Kelly asks judge to
DROP charges he
infected women with
herpes and exclude
their testimony from his
federal trial because
'they are not medical
experts'
 

Cynthia Nixon calls her
wife Christine Marinoni
from set of reboot while
dressed as Sex And The
City character: 'Some
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FaceTime with
Miranda'
 Married since 2012

Jared Leto, 49, looks
wrinkle free with a full
head of hair... after
sending fans into a spin
with his aged and
balding appearance in
House Of Gucci trailer
 

'Most beautiful girl in
the world': French
model Thylane
Blondeau, 20, slips into
a bikini as she
sunbathes with beau
Ben Attal on a luxury
yacht in St Tropez
 

'I'm f***ing scared!' Jen
Shah SOBS at prospect
of jail time over $5M
telemarketing scam and
wants to recruit Kim
Kardashian to legal
team in new bombshell
RHOSLC trailer
 

Kaia Gerber flashes a
hint of her tummy in a
crop top as she is seen
with a male friend while
taking her dogs to a
park in Los Angeles
 

Sofia Richie and
boyfriend Elliot Grainge
mask-up after enjoying
a romantic Italian dinner
by the beach in Los
Angeles

Charlene of Monaco
will have a 'four-hour
operation' in South
Africa and Prince Albert
will fly out with their
twins as she recovers,
palace official says - six
months after they were
last seen together
 

Pregnant Ashley
Graham, 33, poses in
lingerie for Knix after
being named their
Global Ambassador:
'These bras are
supportive and sexy'
 

Demi Rose flaunts her
VERY ample assets in
sizzling navy lingerie as
she basks in the sun
while abroad
Busting out! 
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Drake's son Adonis,
three, makes a rare
appearance on artist
mom Sophie Brussaux's
Instagram page: 'My
most precious'
 

Helen Mirren is selling
her luxurious $18.5m
eight-bedroom mansion
boasting a huge
swimming pool and
stunning views of LA
after 30 years 
 

EXCLUSIVE  Male
model Jordan Barrett
marries boyfriend
Fernando Casablancas
in Ibiza as  Kate Moss
and Georgia May Jagger
watch on
 Star-studded wedding!

Savannah Guthrie and
Jenna Bush Hager
celebrate their
daughters' shared
birthdays on the Today
show after paying
tribute to the girls with
heartwarming
snapshots
 

Debra Winger, 66, says
the #MeToo movement
has gone 'ridiculously
too far in some ways' as
she claims she was
handed weight loss pills
on the set of An Officer
and a Gentleman
 

Simone Biles shows
off grisly cut on her
finger after being bitten
by one of her family's
German Shepherds and
having to get a tetanus
shot
 

Eminem's adopted
child, 19, comes out as
non-binary and tells
fans to 'call me Stevie'
in announcement on
TikTok as the family
show their support
 

Quentin Tarantino's
mother, 75, says she is
proud of him - despite
director revealing he
hasn't given her a
penny of his $120M
fortune because she
mocked his writing
ambitions
 

Addison Rae slips into
black latex pants for a
night on the town to
celebrate fellow TikTok
star Dixie D'Amelio's
20th birthday 
 

Cara Delevingne dances
topless with Kendall
Jenner as the model
shares a slew of
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throwbacks to mark
her 29th birthday
 

Coco Austin strikes a
pose with mini-me
daughter Chanel, five,
as they don matchy
outfits... after the model
said she won't stop
breastfeeding her child
 

Lisa Rinna's influencer
daughter Delilah Hamlin
announces she's taking
'time off Instagram to
rest and heal' amid
'scary' struggle with
physical and mental
health
 

Channing Tatum
shows off his chiseled
chest as he celebrates
wrapping the movie The
Lost City Of D with
Sandra Bullock and
Brad Pitt: 'I'm so happy'
 

Is that really you? Lil
Nas X is almost
unrecognizable as he
gives his eye-popping
outfits a day off to relax
in a T-shirt and shorts...
Rap superstar 

Olivia Jade confirms
she's split once again
with boyfriend Jackson
Guthy... after previously
breaking up amid the
college admissions
scandal
 

Bella Hadid reveals
she hopes Vivienne
Westwood will design
her wedding dress 'one
day'... as romance with
Marc Kalman heats up
 

Ben Affleck's ex
Lindsay Shookus
proudly shows off large
port-wine birthmark
covering her right leg in
a new campaign 
 SNL producer 

Dennis Rodman, 60,
wears an eye-popping
flamingo jersey and
leopard-print joggers as
he hosts testosterone
supplement party in
Florida
 Former NBA star

'When Robin works, I
take lingerie pics at
home': April Love
Geary, 26, puts her
curves on display in
sheer lingerie... after
receiving backlash for
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her sexy photos
 

Chelsea Clinton to
release ELEVEN new
'She Persisted' books in
2022, including one on
brilliant women in
science that spotlights
Greta Thunberg and
Jane Goodall
 Cashing in!

Lizzo says her Rumors
collaborator Cardi B has
'changed the game
forever' for female
artists
 

Grace And Frankie is
back! Netflix surprises
fans of the show
starring Jane Fonda and
Lily Tomlin by dropping
four new episodes
 

Bill Murray wears pink
as he heads out in
London - after Lucy Liu
accused him of using
'inexcusable' language
on set if Charlie's
Angels
 

Crazy Ex-Girlfriend
star Rachel Bloom has a
breast reduction after
years of lamenting her
'heavy' and 'sexualised'
DD chest
 

'Life is good!' Former
Below Deck
Mediterranean star
Hannah Ferrier admits
she's enjoying Sydney's
lockdown with baby
daughter Ava
 

EXCLUSIVE  Zayn
Malik's three sisters
Doniya, Waliyha and
Safaa join forces to
launch their own beauty
business Slay It Sister
selling fake eyelashes
 

Out with our kid! Liam
Gallagher and lookalike
son Gene, 20, enjoy a
stroll around North
London... after rocker
set aside feud with
brother Noel for new
Oasis documentary
 

Meghan should be
spending her time
building bridges
between Harry and his
family and not 'lecturing
moms to go back to
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work from $15million
mansion', royal expert
claims 
 

Kate Middleton was
'really unashamed' to
'share the difficulties'
she faces as a parent
during Sheffield Baby
Bank UK visit last year,
charity's CEO reveals
 

Rihanna goes braless
under Harley Davidson
handkerchief top and
ripped jeans as she and
boyfriend A$AP Rocky
leave NYC nightclub at
5am after celebrating
her billionaire status
 

Cameron Diaz opens
up about retiring from
acting on Kevin Hart's
Hart to Heart: 'I just
really wanted to make
my life manageable by
me'
 

Greetings from Paris!
Rebel Wilson shows off
her svelte figure in a
designer T-shirt as she
poses up a storm in a
hotel room in the
French city
 

Disney CEO fires back
at Scarlett Johansson's
$50million lawsuit and
defends 'last minute
calls' to release Black
Widow to streaming 
 

Broadway star Laura
Osnes has been
'removed from an
upcoming production
over her refusal to get
the COVID-19 vaccine'
 

Ben Affleck visits
Jennifer Lopez on set of
her latest film project in
LA... with the actor
mingling with crew and
rocking an earpiece 
 

Masked Angelina Jolie
steps out with son Pax,
17, on a mother-son
dinner date at Nobu in
Los Angeles
 

'Our Sherlock family
lost a beautiful and dear
friend today': Amanda
Abbington shares
touching tribute to co-
star Una Stubbs who
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died 'after a few
months of illness' aged
84
 

Paulina Porizkova
shares crying selfie as
she opens up about her
struggle to 'trust after
being betrayed' - nearly
two years after learning
her late husband Ric
Ocasek cut her out of
his will
 

Lizzo and pregnant
Cardi B live out their
Greek goddess
fantasies as they
fireback at 'haters' in
VERY sexually-explicit
Rumors music video
 

Kit Harington
demonstrates 'dad
dance' moves for baby
boy on The Tonight
Show Starring Jimmy
Fallon
 

'I sent Meghan roses
for her 40th birthday... I
didn't hear back':
Thomas Markle says he
tried to rebuild bridges
with his daughter- only
to be rebuffed 
 

'It's going to involve a
lot of heartache:' Sex
Pistols' John Lydon, 65,
admits it will be 'tough'
leaving his wife Nora,
78, who has Alzheimer's
at home when he goes
on UK book tour
 

'You're the best babe!'
Bindi Irwin gives
husband Chandler
Powell a sweet shout
out on Instagram calling
him the 'love of my life'

Nine Perfect Strangers
producer reveals why
Australia is the best
place on earth to film -
after shooting the series
with Nicole Kidman
Down Under
 

Model Georgia Fowler
looks stunning as
shows off her
burgeoning baby bump
in a black bikini during a
dip at a Sydney beach
 

Iggy Azalea shows off
her curves in skintight
vest and leggings as
she takes son Onyx, 12
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months, on a trip to
Disneyland Park
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'It's just like getting

the flu shot': Nicole
Kidman and Keith
Urban's daughter
Sunday, 13, has
received the Covid-19
vaccine 
 

Shia LaBeouf 'lands
first acting role' since
ex FKA twigs' abuse
allegations and will
make 'comeback' as
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lead character in
director Abel Ferrara's
next film
 

Iggy Azalea brags
about being a
millionaire as she slams
'broke and jobless' troll
for calling her music
trash following the
release of her 'final
album' End of an Era
 

Ben Simmons'
girlfriend Maya Jama
poses up a storm in
plunging orange bikini
for new video as she
sits outside in the
garden 
 

Floyd Mayweather
expands his multi-
million property
portfolio as he splashes
out on $18m Miami
mansion with a roof
deck and private dock
 

Prince Andrew could
face $19m in damages if
he loses sex assault
case that may take at
least five years to get to
trial when the Queen
would be aged over 100,
says victims' lawyer
 

Bella Hadid is a desert
dream in a stringy tie-
dye bikini with matching
sarong and gold
medallion belly chain
 

Britney's mom Lynne
claims victory after dad
Jamie finally agrees to
step down as
conservator - but he
fires back and reveals
she takes $150,000 a
year from their daughter
 

Oops - I did it! Britney
is in the driving seat
after her dad Jamie
agrees to step down as
conservator and row
breaks out between him
and her mom Lynne
 

Cindy Crawford keeps
it simple in white blouse
and blue jeans on lunch
date in Malibu with
hubby Rande Gerber
 

Bearded Alec Baldwin
spotted on solo coffee
run in The Hamptons
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after blasting 'cancel
culture' for NY Governor
Andrew Cuomo's
downfall
 

'Just like the old
days!': Chris Noth
shares cozy bedroom
snap with Sarah Jessica
Parker as they reunite
to film highly-
anticipated Sex And The
City reboot
 

Jennifer Lopez takes a
moment to catch her
breath as she leaves
Ben Affleck's house
after an intense couples
martial arts workout 
 

'Letting go is freedom':
Britney Spears makes a
pointed remark and
shares topless video as
father Jamie steps
down as her
conservator
 

Kourtney Kardashian
shuts down body
shamers who
speculated she was
pregnant on social
media
 

Chrissy Teigen
dedicates a page in her
comeback Cravings
cookbook to her late
son Jack after
pregnancy loss last
year
 

Madonna shines in
style as she prepares to
turn 63: 'My Birthday
week is getting better
every minute!'
 

'It's changed
everything': Andy
Cohen says becoming a
single father has
complicated his love life
 

Billy Zane has
replaced Mickey Rourke
as Brigadier
Commander Enos
Queeth in the upcoming
MacGruber television
series
 

Bachelor alum Hannah
Ann Sluss dazzles in
cleavage-baring green
frock as she promotes
ABC's new reality show
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The Ultimate Surfer
 

'I still cannot get
through a full day
without pain!' Tearful
Jessie J reveals she is
unable to sing after six
months of mystery
health issues
 

Remembering how
they used to be!
Princess Charlene and
Prince Albert pack on
the PDA in official
palace video celebrating
their work - six months
after the princess was
last seen in Monaco
 

Manchester City's
Raheem Sterling enjoys
a night out with Jack
Grealish and Phil Foden
at The Ivy as they
prepare to kick off the
season 
 

Eddie Van Halen's son
Wolfgang shares photos
of his late father and
writes that his death
'still doesn't feel real': 'I
can't believe he's not
here anymore'
 

Kim Kardashian
beams with pride
hosting private
screening of her first
animated flick PAW
Patrol: The Movie:
'Delores in the house!'
 

Arnold
Schwarzenegger enjoys
bike ride with girlfriend
Heather Milligan after
calling anti-vaxxers
'schmucks'
 

Blake Lively shares
VERY cheeky bikini
snap to promote
husband Ryan
Reynolds' new film: 'See
Free Guy this weekend
or you'll be bummed'
 

Paris Hilton says she's
to 'happy to hear' that
Britney Spears 'is on
her way to finally being
free' as her father Jamie
will step down from
conservatorship
 

Sarah Jessica Parker is
back in THAT
controversial sundress
to film Sex and the City
reboot ... after backlash
from fans furious that it
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might have been
Forever 21
Is Carrie on a budget?

The Hills' Heidi
Montag, 34, undergoes
surgery to remove
uterine polyps and
says: 'Hopefully after
this, I can get pregnant
right away!'
 

Home Alone reboot
starring Archie Yates in
role made famous by
Macaulay Culkin gets
November release date
on Disney+
 

Kelly Clarkson's
prenup UPHELD by a
judge in divorce battle
with Brandon
Blackstock protecting
$45M fortune... as she
'let out a scream' when
finding out onset of The
Voice
Bitter split 

Dakota Johnson's Cha
Cha Real Smooth movie
adds Leslie Mann, Brad
Garrett, Raul Castillo
and more as filming
begins in Pittsburgh
 

Wife no. 4! Jim
Edmonds proposes to
latest love Kortnie
O'Connor with HUGE
ring... almost two years
after THAT threesome
with his third wife
Meghan King

Sarah Hyland cozies
up to fiancé Wells
Adams as they lead
stars at the shared
premiere for ABC's
Bachelor In Paradise
and The Ultimate Surfer
in LA
 

Jennifer Hudson gets
in glam mode as she
steps out in NYC
wearing curlers and
fuzzy slippers ahead of
Late Show With Stephen
Colbert appearance 
 

Christina Ricci shows
off her bare baby bump
as she poses in sports
bra and leggings ahead
of gym session
 

Kaley Cuoco dons slip
dress and enlists
umbrella handler while
filming Meet Cute in 95F
humidity in
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NYC: 'Shooting in a
heatwave!'
 

Hugh Jackman says
he was 'desperate' to
star in his 'unique' new
sci-fi film Reminiscence
after thrilling fans with
his handsome good
looks at premiere 
 

Robert Plant and
Alison Krauss
announce new album
Raise the Roof and
release the first single -
a cover of Lucinda
Williams' Can't Let Go
 

Million Dollar Listing
New York: Ryan Serhant
and Steve Gold reach $8
million deal for four-
bedroom
 

Virginia Roberts'
sexual assault lawsuit
against Prince Andrew
will be heard by NYC
court on September 13:
Preliminary hearing will
see attorneys discuss
whether to serve royal
 

Father of Virginia
Roberts blasts Prince
Andrew and says he
'should be ashamed' of
himself after she files
lawsuit accusing royal
of 'sexually assaulting
her when she was 17'
 

Jared Padalecki raises
nearly $25,000 for his
late Supernatural 'family
member' Holli DeWees:
'She worked to make so
many lives better'
 

Lily-Rose Depp keeps
it casual in tank top and
cutoff shorts as she
goes for a stroll in New
York City... after going
public with Austin
Butler romance
 

Sofia Richie bares
midriff in crop top and
leggings as she shops
for groceries in Beverly
Hills
 

The Bachelorette's Jef
Holm gets temporary
restraining order from
ex-roommate Robby
Hayes and says
harassment 'hasn't
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stopped to this day'
 

Horatio Sanz denies
sexual assault
allegations from
Saturday Night Live
superfan who says she
was 17 in May 2002
encounter
 

Introducing Selma
Blair trailer reveals the
beloved actress' next
chapter after MS
diagnosis... as she was
told to 'make plans for
dying'
 

500,000 viewers turned
OFF when Brian Stelter
appeared on the
Stephen Colbert to
discuss his CNN
colleague Chris Cuomo
advising brother
Andrew
 

'Coco and I are far
from normal parents':
Glamor model shaves
bikini line while Ice-T
tells haters to 'F off'
after backlash for
breastfeeding five-year-
old
 

'I'm gonna pass':
Chrishell Stause blasts
Shia LaBeouf's
'comeback role' in
director Abel Ferrara's
next feature amid legal
woes and abuse
allegations
 

Christy Carlson
Romano admits she
never always got along
with co-star Shia
Labeouf on their Disney
Channel show Even
Stevens
 

Tony Bennett, 95,
cancels his fall and
winter 2021 tour dates...
after performing with
Lady Gaga in New York
City
 

Amy Adams shines in
a colorful semi-sheer
floral dress as she
steps out to run errands
in Beverly Hills
 

He's back! Zac Efron
makes a 'quiet return' to
Australia and completes
two weeks of mandatory
14-day hotel quarantine
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- after first relocating
Down Under last year
 

Liam Payne 'is back
together with ex-fiancée
Maya Henry following a
series of low-key dates'
two months after
announcing their split
 

James Corden and co-
star Sally Hawkins are
seen together on set of
new series Mammals for
the first time as they
shoot scenes in
playground
 

Megan Thee Stallion
shows off her
voluptuous figure in a
tiny blue bikini and
cowboy hat in new
beach photos
 

Billy Crystal reveals he
got high in an MRI
machine from taking
four edibles after a
minor health scare
 

Kylie Jenner's little
mermaid: Proud mom
shares snaps of Stormi,
3, swimming
underwater in tail after
birthday celebrations
 

The real Barbie
Dreamhouse! Luxury LA
penthouse where Mattell
founders lived -
including doll
inspiration Barbara
'Barbie' Segal - is on the
market for $10m
 

Camila Cabello models
a floral print sundress
as she strolls beside
beau Shawn Mendes
and their dog Tarzan in
Toronto
 

Selling Sunset star
Heather Rae Young
flashes her bare midriff
in emerald green crop
top as she films hit
Netflix show... after re-
doing wedding plans
 

Chrissy Teigen
announces her
comeback cookbook
after getting cancelled
for cyberbullying: 'I
can't believe it is really
finally here!'
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Dakota Johnson wears
racy lingerie as she is
seen in bed with pop
star St Vincent for first
look at the
psychological thriller
The Nowhere Inn
 

Kit Harington shows
off his muscular
physique in a white T-
shirt as he enjoys
designer shopping
spree in New York
 

'I did not have sexual
relations with that
woman!' Clive Owen's
Bill Clinton denies
Lewinsky affair while
Edie Falco's Hillary
Clinton flies into a rage
in first full trailer for
Impeachment: American
Crime Story
 

Jay Leno, 71, had 'no
fear' while
UNTETHERED during
climb out nose of a
plane flying 147mph
because it was so low: 'I
would've just fallen in
the water'
Comedy legend

Grimes sports a
bizarre cartoon pink
ensemble with a
massive fur coat while
sightseeing in Berlin as
beau Elon Musk visits
Tesla factory
 

A classic beauty!
Youthful Naomi Watts,
52, shows off her
incredible figure in a
stunning vintage Ozzie
Clarke dress from her
beloved mother
Myfanwy 
 

Hollywood's Queen of
Mean: Violent, vindictive
and vicious... Yet for all
her cruelty, Bette Davis
was also a dazzling star
with some of the best
one-liners ever, as a
major new retrospective
shows
 

LA judge rejects one
of 11 sexual assault
allegations against
Harvey Weinstein for
second time over
statute of limitations
blunder as disgraced
ex-movie mogul, 69,
appears shackled in
court
 

Lamborghini Countach
famously featured in
Cannonball Run is
added to the National
Historic Vehicle
Register of significant
automobiles 
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Kourtney Kardashian's
secret to a 'round butt':
The star, 42, shares her
10 MINUTE WORKOUT
as she reveals what is
in 'the best salad in
town'
 

Savannah Chrisley
says she is 'trying to
figure things out' as she
romances her ex-fiance
Nic Kerdiles: 'We're kind
of just taking it day by
day'
 

Dylan Penn rubs
elbows with Emile
Hirsch in LA after
attending screening of
her upcoming film Flag
Day with father Sean
Penn
 

Bella Hadid says she's
the 'black sheep' middle
child of her famous
family and felt like
'everybody hated' her
while in quarantine ...
and reveals her one
'embarrassing' red
carpet look
 

Viewer outrage as CBS
This Morning replaces
veteran reporter
Anthony Mason with ex-
NFL player Nate
Burleson because he's
a 'better fit' with Gayle
King
 

Beyonce's former
trainer Craig Adams
dies of COVID-19... as
her mother Tina
Knowles pays tribute
saying he 'was like a
family member' to the
star
 

Rachel Maddow 'is
considering leaving
MSNBC when her
contract ends next year'
after telling of personal
toll of hosting nightly
show since 2008 
 Left-wing pundit

Dodgers pitcher
Trevor Bauer pushes
back against woman
who accused him of
sexually assaulting and
abusing her claiming
photos of her bruised
face are 'edited' and
vowing that 'no
settlements or cash
offers will ever be made'
 

EXCLUSIVE  Julia
Roberts, 53, wears a
purple swimsuit as she
kisses husband Daniel
Moder, 52, aboard a
luxury $45M yacht
during family trip to the
Amalfi Coast with their
three children
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Jessica Simpson
posts cute image of
daughter Birdie, two, as
she wears a yellow
dress with pink garden
gloves: 'Never a dull
moment in this house!'

Brielle Biermann
BLASTS troll after
posting 'natural' selfie
without filler, weave,
and acrylic nails: 'Go
f*** yourselves haters'
 

EXCLUSIVE  Utah
school for  teens where
Paris Hilton says she
was assaulted is sued
for 'torture' by former
student who claims
staffer forced him to
perform oral sex when
he was 13
 

Rob Kardashian
makes RARE sighting
as he drives a Rolls-
Royce out of Kylie's
birthday bash... four
years after becoming a
recluse following Blac
Chyna split
 

Caitlyn Jenner tours
homeless-plagued
Venice Beach after
tearing into Gavin
Newsom over rampant
crime as she kicks into
high gear her campaign
in California recall
election 
 

Padma Lakshmi, 50,
and her look-alike
daughter Krishna, 11,
pose for a selfie while
enjoying an outdoor
lunch during their Paris
vacation

Sarah Paulson is
spotted in a hospital
gown as she films
scenes for her role as
Linda Tripp in
Impeachment: American
Crime Story
.

PICTURED: Moment
Kaley Cuoco's stunt
double is RAN OVER by
a car as actress is made
up to look bloodied and
bruised while filming
romantic comedy Meet
Cute in NYC
Very dramatic photos

Megan Thee Stallion is
a platinum blonde
bombshell as she
drapes herself in a
white satin robe to
grace the cover of
Essence's Global Black
Fashion issue
 

'I don't think she knew
anything': Lisa Rinna
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DEFENDS Erika Jayne
amid her embezzlement
scandal... after RHOBH
costars questioned if
she's going to jail
 

Meghan Markle
'desperately wanted' to
be a 'special guest' at
Barack Obama's 60th
birthday - but they were
'never on the guest list',
Prince Harry's
biographer claims 
 

Sherlock star Una
Stubbs dies aged 84 
following a 'few months
of illness'
Legendary British actress
spent six decades on
television

Lady Amelia Windsor
stuns in an effortlessly
chic dress as she lives
up to her reputation as
the coolest royal at the
launch of trendy new
Cuban restaurant
 Harry and William's
cousin

Why the rush, Natalie?
Portman flees Sydney
days before draconian
lockdown laws are
enforced - after abruptly
dropping out of movie
for 'personal reasons'
 

Finch FIRST LOOK:
Tom Hanks looks
sweaty and worried as
he is joined by his dog
and robot in post-
apocalyptic world in
image for Apple TV+
movie
 

Ex on the Bech star
Ashley Cain surrounds
late daughter Azaylia's
grave with balloons and
'raises a glass' on what
would have been her
first birthday
Tragic death

Michael Keaton says
he was shocked by how
'normal' it felt to play
Batman again in The
Flash... which will also
see Ben Affleck slip
back into his Batsuit
 

'Is someone going to
jail?' Erika Jayne's
RHOBH costars ask if
they've been 'duped by
the lies' amid
embezzlement
scandal... as tensions
mount in episode titled
'circle of distrust'
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Kelly Ripa shares
video of her husband
Mark Consuelos
cuddling their
cute Maltese/Shih Tzu
mix rescue dog Lena:
'She loves Mark!'
 

'It killed my self-
esteem': Kim
Kardashian reflects on
being brutally body
shamed during her first
pregnancy with North
and admits she 'hated'
being pregnant
 

Former Love & Hip
Hop star Prince is
arrested on domestic
violence and kidnapping
charges in Miami
 

'I'm in a twist!'
Catherine Zeta-Jones,
51, shows off her
youthful figure in stripy
bikini as she perfects
her hula hooping skills
in impressive clip

'Never let what you
can't do get in the way
of what you can
do': Cristiano Ronaldo
shares a sweet selfie
with son Cristiano Jr.,
11
 

Bill Cosby will plead
the Fifth in a civil
lawsuit alleging he
assaulted a girl, 15, at
the Playboy Mansion in
1974
 

Family night! Jennifer
Lopez and rekindled
flame Ben Affleck grab
dinner with her
daughter Emme, 13, at
Craig's... as they
continue LA house hunt
 

Pretty Little Liars star
Ian Harding privately
married Sophie Hart
nearly two years ago...
as eagle-eyed fans
recently spotted ring on
THAT finger
 

Age-defying Elizabeth
Hurley, 56, puts on a
busty display in a 
plunging floral dress as
she enjoys night out
Showed off her cleavage
in a black and purple
frock

The Wonder first look:
Florence Pugh goes
from blonde to brunette
to play a nurse in 19th
century Ireland for her
next movie
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Katie Holmes oozes
Parisian chic in a
Breton top and white
midi skirt as she steps
out with a friend for
dinner in NYC
 

Kate Beckinsale
admits she's a 'nervous
wreck' as she shares
Insta versus reality post
of her confidently
greeting fans before
being overcome with
anxiety in the car
 

'I loved spending time
with him': Barbra
Streisand reveals Prince
Charles sent her flowers
and she would visit him
at Highgrove House...
after 'affair' claims

Ashley Tisdale wears a
bulky sweatshirt as she
picks up coffee post
hike... after discussing
the struggles with her
postpartum body
 

'It knocked my glasses
off!': Killing Eve's Jodie
Comer reveals she was
kicked in the face while
filming Free Guy
 Currently shooting in
Boston

'There's more
evidence of UFOs being
real than any vaccine
being healthy for you':
Tom Hanks' son Chet
doubles down on his
anti-COVID vaccine
stance
 

Jamie Dornan
showcases his bulging
biceps in a blue T-shirt
as he enjoys a romantic
lunch with his stylish
wife Amelia
Couple share three
daughters

EXCLUSIVE  'It's a fairy
tale ending': Alfred
Molina's family share
their joy as star, 68,
marries Frozen director
Jennifer Lee, 49... 16
months after wife Jill
Gascoine died 
 

Megan Fox points
pistol at Machine Gun
Kelly's head in tense
and violent scene from
Midnight In The
Switchgrass
 Upcoming film

'I can be your bad
habit': Steve Irwin's 'hot
niece' Rebecca Lobie
sets pulses racing as
she exposes her eye-
popping cleavage in a
ripped top
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Meghan Markle boasts
best celebrity voice to
'calm and motivate'
listeners while her 'slow
deliberate tone' is
'perfect for podcasts
and audiobooks', expert
claims
 

Penelope Cruz oozes
1970s style in a red silk
dress and clutches a
wicker handbag as she
arrives on set of film
L'immensita in Latina
 

'My journey has been a
long one and I've still
got a way to go:' Emma
Corrin addresses
coming out as 'queer'
for the first time and
says she's still defining
her gender status 
 

Ashley Graham
showcases her
pregnancy body in tiny
bikini as she poses for
very revealing
Instagram snap
 

Izabel Goulart
showcases her
supermodel abs in
cropped purple PJs
while posing in hotel
room in Germany
 

'Screw your freedom':
Arnold Schwarzenegger
tells anti-maskers
they're 'schmucks' and
the only way to prevent
the virus 'that kills' is to
'get vaccinated' 
 

Elle Macpherson is the
epitome of biker chic as
the ageless
supermodel, 57, enjoys
a road trip across the
US
Known as 'The Body'

Danielle Bux shows off
her incredible physique
in floral strappy dress
as she enjoys a beach
day in Malibu with her
daughter Romy, four
 

High School Musical's
Joshua Bassett says
coming out as queer
was 'easy' and
'liberating'
 Previously linked to
Olivia Rodrigo 
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